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QUESTION 1

Which formula type allows you to specify custom rules for use within an Eligibility Profile? 

A. Participation Eligibility 

B. Eligibility Profile 

C. Participation and Rate Eligibility 

D. Eligibility Criteria 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What type of qualification plan term should you use in order for the plan term to equal the start and end dates of the
scheduled absence? 

A. Absence Duration 

B. Rolling Backward 

C. Rolling Forward 

D. No Plan Term 

E. Calendar Year 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You defined a 3-month rolling-backward term in your qualification plan with the include overlap rule. You set up
entitlement bands as shown below: 

You submit a 10-day absence. Another 4-day absence already exists which starts within 3 months earlier than the start
date of the current absence. 

Which option corresponds to the behavior in terms of entitlement usage, based on this configuration? 

A. The system will not allow absence to be recorded due to insufficient entitlement balance. 

B. The 4-day absence will remain at 100% pay and the current 10-day absence will be split with 6 days at 100% pay
and 4 days at 50% pay. 
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C. The 4-day absence will be booked at 50% pay and the current 10-day absence will be booked at 100% pay. 

D. The 4-day absence will remain at 100% pay and the current 10-day absence will also be booked at 100% pay. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer requires that their employees enter their vacation/holiday with some period restrictions: the absence record
can be entered only 3 months before the system day and 2 months in advance based on system day. Administrators
and managers entering the vacation on behalf of employees won\\'t have this restriction. 

Which configuration should you use to implement these requirements? 

A. 1) Create an absence type using a generic pattern. 2) Enable administrative, manager, and employee updates. 

3) Define Absence start date validation according to the requirements. 

4) Enable Absence start date validation for employee self-service transaction. 

B. 1) Create an absence type using a generic pattern. 2) Enable administrative, manager, and employee updates. 3)
Define Absence start date validation according to the requirements. 4) Enable Absence start date validation for
employees, managers, and administrators. 

C. 1) Create an absence type using a generic pattern. 2) Enable administrative, manager, and employee updates. 3)
Create an eligibility formula with the logic required and add it to the absence type. 

D. 1) Create an absence type using a generic pattern. 2) Enable administrative and employee updates. 3) Create an
eligibility formula with the logic required and add it to the absence type. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer requires their administrator to enter the paternity leave for their employees. Paternity leave can only be
entered if an employee hasn\\'t taken an absence called special absence in the previous 30 days of the paternity leave
start date. The customer requires also that this paternity leave absence is only available for the employees who have
one year of seniority in the company. Employees should notify of the absence at least 30 days in advance of the start
date of the absence; otherwise, the absence is not considered timely. 

Which configuration should you use to implement these requirements? 

A. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create a
validation formula with the logic to evaluate if the "special absence" was taken 30 days before this absence and add it to
the absence type. 4) Create an eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company
and add it to the absence type. 5) Select the qualified entitlements check box and set the evaluation rule to check for 30
days from the start date. 

B. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create, a
validation formula with the logic to evaluate if the "special absence" was taken 30 days before this absence and add it to
the absence type. 4) Create an eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company
and add it to the absence type. 5) Configure the late notification evaluation rule according to the requirement of at least
30 days in advance of the start date. 
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C. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create an
eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company and add it to the absence type. 4)
Create an absence certification of type Documentation that prevents absence entry if linked absence of type Special
absence exists in the previous 30 days. 

D. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create a
validation formula with the logic to evaluate if the "special absence" was taken 30 days before this absence and add it to
the absence type. 4) Create an eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company
and employees with "male" gender and add it to the absence type. 5) Configure the late notification evaluation rule
according to the requirement of at least 30 days in advance of the start date. 

Correct Answer: C 
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